
PuBLISHERS LIAISON CoMMITTEE 

Fay O'Grady 
Co or dina tor 

More Than A Gripe - Less 
ThanA Groan 

I Butterworths Current Law issues 17, 18, 19 

and 20 all auived together They are dated 

from 26 August to 7 October This is not 

the first time that more than one issue has 

arrived at the one time and generally late 

Can the distribution of this service be 

improved? 

2 Law Book Company should be commended 

for allowing their customers to have a choice 

of the new volumes of Victorian Courts by 

Nash which they have reproduced in a five 

volume set: Volume I and 2 cover the 

Supr erne and County Cowts and 3, 4 and 5 

replace the original Nash Magistrates' 

Courts Law Book Company's customers 

can make the choice of just 3, 4 and 5 or 

can have one or other or both of the volumes 

on the Supreme or County Cowt 

3 Similarly, Butterworths are producing a new 

service Australian Federal Criminal Law 

where customers will have the choice of 

either two or four volumes Butterworths 

should be commended for giving their 

customers a choice This is something that 

has been requested over a long period of time 

from all publishers 

4 CCH Practice and Procedure High and 

Federal Court A replacement order 23 of 

the Federal Cowt became operative from 6 

October 1994 This was not in the looseleaf 

service as at 17 November 1994 
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5 The Age, Ihe Australian Financial Review 

and the Sydney Morning Herald have been 

produced on separate CD-R 0 M disks At 

present I have only looked at Ihe Age disk 

but was very impressed by the very fast 

response time Because I'd like the best of 

both worlds, I would have prefeued to have 

had both the Business Age and the Australian 

Financial Review all on the one disk and an 

update monthly rather than quarterly for each 

disk as is happening at present 

The Age disk has such features as the Good 

Weekend There is also provision for 

searching by major stories and it seems that 

they are catering fm a wide market with the 

one product Generally I am asked for some 

obscure minor article that is only vaguely 

remembered with no time span so I have to 

search by subject Browsing holds little 

attraction for me, particularly when I am 

searching for somebody who needs the 

information wgently When my retrieved 

information is displaced I would prefer to see 

the latest articles first 

CD-ROM Comments 

• Sibylle Noras 

Manager, Information Services & 

Product Development 

Ihe Age 

Thanks, Faye, for the opportunity to respond 

We are cwrently looking at the very two points 

you have made, that is, updating frequency and 

multiple titles on one disk With updating 

ft equency we need to consider our extra costs 

involved and how many customers would see 

monthly disks as an advantage (We will shortly 

be doing a swvey of customers on this) 
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The idea of putting some or all of our titles on one 

disk to enable easier cross database searching is also 
being considered However as we would like to 
include photos and other graphic material next year, 
the amount of disk space this will use may not make 

it possible There is the option of having a number 

of different products, so that there may be single 

title disks AND multiple title disks, but we need to 
look at customer demand and production costs 

Functions like major stmies browsing and stories 

from the Good Weekend of course have been aimed 
at our non-professional customers, i e school 

children These are our first CD-ROMs and we have 

1 esponded to the needs of a number of different 

markets with one product There is no doubt that 
with growth of markets and the technology we now 

have available our future information products will 
be able to be much more specifically tailored at 
competitive prices not possible before 

6 There is a general perception that libraries are 

not given sufficient notification regarding price 

nses Some Queensland librarians have not 
received the price structure for Info-One 
charges In this case notification of a deer ease 

in price for the display option and printouts was 
only advertised online. If Info-One is searched 

infrequently the library would be unaware of 
any cost alterations 

Letters 

Austmlian Government Publishing Service 
Bookshop, Melbourne 

• Beth Wilson 

President 

Mental Health Review Board 

Ten years ago I was a librarian and in the course of 
my work had to telephone your bookshop many 

times I have subsequently become the President of 

the Mental Health Review Board Although there 

have been many changes in my life in the last 
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decade, one thing remains constant- every time 

I ring your bookshop, the telephone is engaged 

I recall efforts by the Australian Law 
Librarians' Group to discuss this issue with you 

with a view to improving the situation The 

librarians appear to have failed 

CCH Victorian Conveyancing Reporter 

• Dominic Arcaro 
Minter Ellison Manis Fletcher 

Melbourne 

Here are the two situations where we had 

problems with the CCH reporter Victorian 

Conveyancing Law & Practice 

1. Rectification of Leases 

I looked up "Rectification" in the index and it 

sent me to para 24-700 for rectification 

generally and para 28-060 for leases 
specifically 

Para 24-700 was a very small passage and 
further directed me to 28-060 Para 28-060 was 

a very small paragraph directly on rectification of 
leases Para 28-060 directed me to para 4-040 

Para 4-040 does not exist I didn't know 
whether !here was a large passage on 

rectification supposedly at para 4-040 or 
whether this reference to 4-040 was meant to 
be para 24-700 

I was concemed that there was so little on 
rectification of leases under para 28-060 and 

thought that there musi have been more about 
it at para 4-040 I decided that the reporter 

was not of any use to me on this topic 

2. Agreement for Lease 

I was looking for something on agreements for 

lease and more specifically part performance 
of agreements for lease I went to the index 
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and looked up "Agreement for Lease" Under 

Agreement for Lease I looked up "doctrine of part 
performance" and "enforceable, formalities", which 

were both supposedly located at para 25-220 

I went to para 25-220 and was directed to paras 
525, 550 to 635, 750 to 780 and 810 to 830 It 

appeared that the most relevant paragraphs for me 
would be 525 and 810-830 

The problem was that none of these paragraphs 
existed 

Even in the index under "Part Performance 

Agreement for Lease" I was directed to para 25-
200 and had the same problem arise 

It was a great inconvenience and caused me to 

delay doing the research I urgently needed to do 
Again, I would have expected to be able to rely 

on the index to find what I needed to find 
immediately It was a great disappointment 

NB CCH Manager Melbourne, Deborah Jordan, when 
phoned urgently regmding the above, was very helpful and 
responded quickly, but this situation should never have 

happened 

• Craig Norton 

CCH Product Manager 

Thank you for your letter regarding Victorian 

Conveyancing Law and Practice which was passed 
on to me by Helen Byron 

We are very pleased to receive feedback on our 

products as this enables us to respond quickly to 
the needs of our customers as soon as they become 
known to us 

As you would be aware, Dr Clyde Croft, 

consultant to the service, completely revised and 

updated the commentary in Vol I of Victorian 

Conveyancing Law and Practice in May this year 

This report totalled over 1300 pages and involved a 

very substantial reorganisation of the commentary 
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This revision provided significant benefits to the 

subscriber The commentary in Vol! was brought 

completely up-to-date with the inclusion of all 
relevant cases, legislation changes and a series of 
checklists to assist the practitioner In addition, 

the organisation of Vol I now follows the format 

of a typical conveyancing transaction for ease of 

use by the practitioner. Forms and precedents are 
provided throughout the text at the appropriate 

transactional point 

An unavoidable consequence of the reorganisation 
is that the cross-references to the commentary in 
Vol I which appear in Vol 2 are now, in some 
cases, inaccurate 

CCH is aware of this problem and has started to 
update these progressively For example, the 

references in 25-220 to which you refer in your 

letter were updated in Report No 127, issued on 

II November 1994. Our intention was to 
complete this updating process progressively over 

a number of reports in order to reduce the costs 
and the additional burden of filing imposed on 

subscribers 

The feedback we have received from you has 
shown us that such a progressive process would 

not adequately satisfy our subscribers' needs in 
this instance We have therefore decided to 

complete the process in one report as soon as 

possible but at the latest before the end of the 
year 

Up-to-date Commentary 

• Cathryn Crowe 

Gilshenan & Lutton 

Queensland 

The issue of the currency in looseleaf services was 

raised recently in relation to CCH's Labour Law 

Reporter In response to a complaint that a section 

of commentary was out of date, CCH wrote that 

the Legislation Update is current and that it should 



be read in conjunction with the New 

Developments section They acknowledged that 
the explanation of the Legislation Update 

paragraph is not clear and will be improved They 
also noted that the amount of change in the field 

of industrial relations necessitated prioritising 
topics within the area and that the broad areas of 

change were being given priority 

In this case, the user was aware of amendments 
to the legislation and was looking specifically for 

commentary on the changes The commentary 
was released recently, 10 months after the act 

concerned commenced operation 

We feel that looseleaf service users have a right 

to expect up-to-date commentary in all areas and 
that, in this case, the user was disadvantaged 

because his area of concern was given a low 

priority 
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